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Gimlet, a Web-based tool with free and paid subscription options, simplifies keeping 
track of reference and information requests and compiling statistics. Users can record 
reference questions and answers by selecting the appropriate category, entering the 
question asked and the answer given, and selecting relevant tags.  Reports can be 
generated to help analyze data, which can also be exported to spreadsheets.  The date 
and time are automatically recorded when the transaction is saved.  Additionally, the 
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knowledge base can be searched by the tags or the text in the question and 
answer.  Starring a question moves it to the top of relevant search results. 
 
It’s easy to get started with Gimlet, which offers a free 30-day Reports trial per library 
branch.  Gimlet has two pricing tiers.  The first is a free service that includes entering 
unlimited questions and answers by an unlimited number of users into an HTTPS-
secured website.  However, the free service does not include unlimited reports.  As of 
May 1, 2014, the second pricing tier costs $10 per month per library branch and 
includes the same features as the free service but with unlimited reports. 
 
Gimlet is useful in any type of library.  Whether the free or paid service is chosen, 
setting up Gimlet is easy because its features are customizable, and no HTML coding is 
involved.  The title at the top can be called anything users wish. The options under the 
categories (Duration, Question Type, Asked By, Format, and Location) can be modified 
to fit a library’s needs.  Tags may be added to provide additional descriptive data. 
 
The Search feature allows users to limit by a specific tag or text anywhere in a question 
or answer.  Advanced searches can be limited by a specific date or by a recorder’s 
initials.  While this feature is very helpful and creates a knowledge base of questions 
and answers, the ability to search within categories, such as Question Type or Location, 
would improve it.  The knowledge base can be searched by everyone who has the login 
information even if they are not entering questions or staffing a desk, which makes it an 
invaluable resource to librarians and staff, especially for repeat questions. 
 
Reports (again, not provided with the free service) provide assessment and statistics for 
an institution’s reference services.  In this tab, there are three choices: Overview, 
Details and Download.  Overview is a quick view of category totals and can only be 
limited by date range.  An improvement would be the ability to click on the totals to 
easily view the questions by category.  While not available in Overview, Details includes 
a choice for rows, columns, date and location.  Tables can be exported to spreadsheet 
software, and charts can be created to share with administrators.  Download allows for 
limiting by date and location and can be opened in Microsoft Excel, Google Docs 
Spreadsheet or OpenOffice.  Overall, the reports are worth the added cost. 
 
A system update page was recently added and provides real-time reports on system 
status.  In addition, customer service is responsive and answers questions in a timely 
manner.  While there is always room for improvement, Gimlet offers a great service at a 
relatively low cost.  Highly recommended for all libraries. 
 
 
Related links: 
 
Gimlet pricing: 
http://gimlet.us/pricing 
 

http://gimlet.us/pricing
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